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Introduction
Our geography resource package compiles a series of notes provided by research to

facilitate easier learning and revision for students. Our website is easy to navigate and

the case studies are arranged neatly so that the students can refer to it at any point in

time without having the need to google online for notes. Our geography notes also

consist of 12 simple yet concise case studies, ranging from Singapore to Los Angeles

and provides a wide view of the housing shortage causes and consequences.

Website:

https://sites.google.com/student.hci.edu.sg/housingresourcepackage/home?authuser=1

Review
The current resources found online indeed consist of many examples and clear

explanations to many housing issues that exist all around the world. For example, one

of the resources we found consisted of other topics such as floods, transport and

geographical skills, providing a one-stop solution for students revising for the subject of

Geography. The website also includes many examples of housing issues around the

world, as well as tons of elaboration on each topic. Unlike the current resource, our

website provides a more concise details on the causes, effects and the strategies to

manage housing issues, as well as various case studies of housing issues in Singapore,

France, the United Kingdom, Japan, Los Angeles, USA, New York, USA, Kenya, india,

philippines, India and Nigeria.

Methodology
Needs analysis
We conducted a survey to find out more about students’ views on geography lessons in

Hwa Chong. First, we did a mini quiz on the concepts learnt so far, and over 50% of

https://sites.google.com/student.hci.edu.sg/housingresourcepackage/home?authuser=1


students didn't pass the quiz. 15% of students even got 0 points.  We also asked them

what they would like to see in our resource package, and 28 people wanted kahoots, 22

wanted more videos and 26 wanted Powerpoint presentations. Do note that participants

could select more than one option. Lastly, we asked them if they face difficulties

understanding the things taught in class. According to the survey, a large number of

respondents had also faced difficulties learning about housing shortages around the

world.



Development of Resources
Extensive research was conducted and our team came up with 1 powerpoint, 1 kahoot

quiz for each case study and area for the topic.We also browsed the internet for helpful

videos so learning can be more fun. We gathered everything into a Google site and sent

it to our classmates so they could use it for their geography revision before the exams.

Pilot Test
We conducted a pilot test by spreading awareness about our project and sending out

the link in all of our CCA group chats, Class chats and WhatsApp Statuses. We also

posted information about it on various social media platforms. In the website, we added

a survey to the homepage so we could get the users to give us feedback on how they

felt about the website. We asked the users to rate if the case studies were specific

enough on a scale of 1 to 5. 24 people rated 4 and above while only 9 voted 2 and

below. We also asked them to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 if the website was helpful on

their revision for the Geography Exams. Over 25 rated 4 and above while 9 voted 2 and

below. Some people also commented that “The resource package helped me to easily

pick out key points in every main point, and hence allowed me to save time in my revision as

I did not need to read off my textbook to find specific phrases. The resource package also

allowed me to easily navigate between different segments of the topic on housing, instead

of having to repeatedly flip back and forth on the geography textbook, so it saves a lot of



time and makes revision more enjoyable.” and “The highlighting on the slides have been

helpful in guiding me on the key points to study. And it helped me get an A1.”

Outcome & Discussion



We have managed to develop a comprehensive Google site which features all the

Google Slides on  the causes, effects and strategies to manage housing issues, as well

as all the case studies on  housing issues around the world. Moreover, the website also

features many videos about housing issues all around the world.(Pictures included

below)



The Google Slides also includes a comprehensive, broken-down, summary of

highlighted keywords and information about the effects, causes and solutions to assist

Geography students learning about housing issues with their revision on the topic.

(Picture included below as an example)



However, many have suggested in a survey that we had conducted about our resource

package that we should add more pictures for our website, and that we could also

probably add a more colourful and interesting background for our slides instead of

leaving it as a plain white colour. Although the inclusion of pictures and more colourful

themes could cause distraction among the students, it is a good idea to include them

into our slides, as relentless reading of plain black words against a plain white backdrop

is indeed boring for students. The implementation of pictures could also give students a

better understanding of the situation in countries featured in the case studies, and could

potentially improve their overall understanding of the subject.

Conclusion
Our project was not an easy project as we had to consolidate the information scattered

all over the internet into one easy place. We also tried as hard as possible to get it done

before the Geography exams so our classmates could use it during their exam revision.

We had to watch many hours of videos so we could sieve out the best ones. We also

tried very hard to get the message and the link to the website out to the student

population.
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